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Abstract: A form-fitting textile contains an electrocardiography SoC, flexible electrodes, battery, and antenna. 

The clinical standard ECG, a 3-lead, is recorded by this "smart shirt". The data is safely sent wirelessly, using 

less than lmW and a flexible antenna and on-chip ISM band radio to provide secure, continuous cardiac 

monitoring on a smartphone. A practical and non-invasive method of tracking vital signs and identifying 

different health markers is provided by smart textiles, which have emerged as a viable solution for continuous 

healthcare monitoring. The latest developments in smart textile technology for heath monitoring are examined 

in this paper. It talks about how textiles can be equipped with sensors and actuators to monitor physiological 

data like respiration rate in real time. The study also looks at the difficulties in designing smart textiles, such 

as washability, comfort, and durability, and it presents creative solutions to these problems. Since the 3-lead 

ECG sensor measures heart rate by varying our muscle movements without interfering with the user's daily 

activities, this project creates a painless way for the body to sense the heart rate through the three contacts 

points that sense high muscle movements. The t-shirt's embedded connections produce a heart rate, display 

the current electrocardiogram (ECG) condition, and sound a buzzer to alert the wearer to various situations. 

KEYWORDS: Electrocardiography (ECG), System-on-Chip (SoC), Flexible electrodes, 12-lead ECG, 

ISM band radio. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent years have seen a massive change in the healthcare industry due to technological advancements. One 

of these innovations that truly stands out as a game-changing concept that could drastically alter healthcare 

monitoring is smart fabrics. Through the seamless integration of electronics into fabrics, smart textiles offer 

a novel, non-invasive, and incredibly successful approach to patient care. Traditional methods of healthcare 

surveillance often involve bulky, uncomfortable devices that restrict patients' freedom of motion and 

compromise their comfort.  

 

Conversely, smart textiles eliminate these constraints by directly incorporating sensors, actuators, and other 

electrical components into clothing. This permits continuous monitoring of vital signs and physiological 

parameters without interfering with the patient's daily activities. Smart textiles are not just for monitoring; 

they have many other applications in healthcare. From monitoring blood glucose levels and assessing sleep 

quality to detecting irregular heart rhythms and tracking physical activity, these textiles offer a complete 

solution for proactive healthcare management. Additionally, real-time data processing and transfer are 

performed simplified by their seamless connection with wireless communication systems and wearable 

technologies, which enables timely intervention and customized treatment programs. Using smart textiles in 

healthcare monitoring has two main benefits: it improves patient outcomes and increases the effectiveness of 

healthcare delivery. Thanks to the accurate, real-time data that smart textiles provide, medical professionals 

can make well-informed decisions and take preventative action to avoid unpleasant results.  
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Smart textiles have the potential to play a major role in the healthcare system as sensor technologies, materials 

science, and data analytics advance. Because they allow for continuous, non-invasive patient health state 

monitoring, smart textiles have the potential to completely transform the way healthcare is delivered. This 

could result in a more patient-centered, customized, and proactive method of providing healthcare. As the 

field of health care advances, smart textiles are anticipated to play a major role in fostering a more connected 

and healthy global community. Textile with embedded Textronic E-Textile Sensors made of flexible, 

conductive materials. captures bodily physiological signals, like the ECG. ECG sensors Consists of sample 

electrodes, a signal amplifier, and an analog front-end. captures and amplifies the body's electrical impulses 

generates. Makes use of an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and a range of filters to condition signals. 

digitally encodes analog ECG sensor signals and gets them ready for further processing. It is a microcontroller 

that facilitates communication, processes digital data, and applies techniques for data compression and heart 

rate analysis. It also manages component interfaces. Digital signal processing procedure includes, among 

other things, data compression, transmission, and heart rate analysis. Computes heart rate, manages data 

compression, evaluates ECG readings, and regulates connectivity with other devices. An interface for visual 

output used to display information (LCD, LED, etc.). provides the user with relevant information, such heart 

rate or state of the system. 

 

 

II. SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW: 

 

TABLE: Literature review summary 

 

Published 

year 

Author name Title of the paper Proposed technique Limitations 

 

2007 

[1] 

 

Jeanne M 

 

Optical fiber 

embedded into 

technical textile for 

healthcare. 

 

Magnetic resonance 

imaging. 

 

Poor signal 

quality or 

interference in 

complicated MRI 

environments. 

 

2009 

[2] 

 

Narbonneau F 

 

Smart medical textile 

for continuous 

monitoring of 

respiratory motions. 

 

Magnetic resonance 

imaging. 

 

Signal 

degradation or 

interference and 

long-term 

dependability. 

      

 2022 

[3] 

 

Lee and Shuenn-

Yuh 

 

Bio signal 

monitoring clothing 

system for the 

acquisition of ECG 

and respiratory 

signals. 

 

Bio signal monitoring 

clothing system 

incorporates biosensors. 

 

Difficulties 

maintaining 

Steady electrode-

skin contact. 

 

2017 

[4] 

 

Li, Xian and Ye 

Sun 

 

A wearable non-

contact system for 

long-term multiple 

biopotential 

monitoring. 

 

NCMB-button(worn non-

contact biopotential 

monitoring). 

 

Reduced signal 

quality or 

accuracy. 

 

2011 

[5] 

 

Chen and Wei 

 

Design of wireless 

sensor system for 

neonatal monitoring. 

Wireless sensors to track 

the health of neonates. 

Short battery life 

and data 

reliability. 
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2005 

[6] 

Scilingo, Enzo 

Pasquale 

Performance 

evaluation of sensing 

fabrics for 

monitoring 

physiological and 

biomechanical 

variables. 

. 

 

Sensors to track 

biomechanical and 

physiological parameters 

and determine how useful 

they are for medical 

purposes. 

 

Sensor accuracy 

and reliability. 

2017 

[7] 

 

Chen and 

Hongyu 

A wearable sensor 

system for neonatal 

seizure monitoring 

Wearable sensors system 

used track newborn 

seizures. 

 

False alarms or 

missed detections 

and accuracy. 

2004 

[8] 

 

Wijesiriwardana, 

Ravi K, 

Mitcham and 

Tilak Dias 

Fiber-meshed 

transducers based 

real time wearable 

physiological 

information 

monitoring system 

Meshed transducers for 

physiological monitoring in 

real-time. 

Vulnerability to 

mechanical 

abrasion and 

consistency and 

dependability 

2010 

[9] 

 

Curone and 

Davide 

 

 

Heart rate and 

accelerometer data 

fusion for activity 

assessment of 

rescuers during 

emergency 

interventions. 

Accelerometer and heart 

rate data. 

 

Inaccurate or 

misinterpreted 

activity 

assessments. And 

generalizability 

and reliability 

2020 

[10] 

 

Gauthier and 

Nicolas 

Multimodal 

electrophysiological 

signal measurement 

using a new flexible 

and conductive 

polymer fiber-

electrode 

Flexible polymer fiber-

electrodes. 

Signal stability 

problems and 

constant 

electrode-skin 

contact. 

III.METHODOLOGY    

 

                                                                                   Fig 1: Block diagram 
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1. Smart textile fabric: Textile with embedded Textronic E-Textile Sensors made of flexible, conductive 

materials. captures bodily physiological signals, like the ECG. 

 

2. ECG Sensor: Consists of sample electrodes, a signal amplifier, and an analog front-end. amplifies and 

records the electrical impulses generated by the body. 

 

3. Analog Processing: Makes use of an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and a range of filters to condition 

signals. digitally encodes analog ECG sensor signals and gets them ready for further processing. 

 

4. The Arduino Nano Microcontroller: is a microcontroller that facilitates communication, processes 

digital data, and     applies techniques for data compression and heart rate analysis. It also manages 

component interfaces. 

 

5. Digital Signal Processing: This procedure includes, among other things, data compression, transmission, 

and heart rate analysis. Computes heart rate, manages data compression, evaluates ECG readings, and 

regulates connectivity with other devices. 

 

6. Display Interface: An interface for visual output used to display information (LCD, LED, etc.). provides 

relevant information to the user, such as heart rate or system health. 

 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

There have been a lot of advantages from integrating smart textiles into healthcare monitoring, especially 

when it comes to continuous patient observation. These textiles enable the continuous, non-intrusive 

monitoring of vital signs, including body temperature, heart rate, and respiration rate, giving a complete 

picture of a patient's physiological condition over time. The ability to spot anomalies or changes in health 

condition early on is made possible by this ongoing data collecting, which also improves the capacity to act 

quickly when necessary. 

 

The increase in patient comfort and compliance is one of the main benefits of smart textiles in healthcare. 

Smart textiles are more comfortable to wear for extended periods of time since they are lightweight, flexible, 

and breathable than standard monitoring equipment, which can be heavy and cumbersome. 

 

Furthermore, real-time data transmission and analysis are made possible by smart fabrics. In order to facilitate 

prompt analysis and decision-making, smart textiles wirelessly transfer data to caregivers or healthcare 

practitioners. In the end, this quick feedback loop improves patient care and safety by enabling prompt 

interventions and treatment plan modifications based on available physiological data. 

 

The potential of smart textiles to enable remote monitoring is another important benefit. Frequent trips to 

medical facilities can be minimized by monitoring patients from their homes or other non-clinical settings. 

People recovering from surgery or those with chronic diseases would particularly benefit from this remote 

monitoring since it lets them go about their regular lives without interfering with their ongoing medical 

supervision. 
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                                                                          Fig 2: Front view of smart textile 

 

                                                              

                                                                          Fig 3: Internal view of smart textile 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A major development in medical technology, smart textiles for ECG monitoring combine everyday ease with 

healthcare. Continuous, non-invasive health tracking is made possible by their incorporation into everyday 

wear, which is essential for the early detection and treatment of disease. To reach their full potential, though, 

issues like accuracy, cost, and data security must be resolved. These fabrics may play a key role in customized 

medicine and preventive healthcare as technology advances. In the end, their broad use may change the way 

we keep an eye on and handle cardiac health problems. It provides continuous heart monitoring, is non-

invasive, and is integrated into everyday clothing. This enhances the ability to detect abnormal cardiac events 

that may otherwise go unnoticed in rare medical exams and allows for the real-time collection of data. The 

sophisticated conductive fibers in these textiles have the same accuracy in recording cardiac electrical 

impulses as traditional ECG equipment. By blending into regular clothing, these devices reduce the hassle 

and social stigma attached to wearing conspicuous medical equipment. Wireless Communication equipped 

with technology that makes it possible for data to be easily shared to healthcare providers, allowing for quick 

medical intervention as needed.  
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